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bstract

In this work, the influences of various operating conditions including cathode inlet gas flow rate, cathode inlet humidification temperature, cell
emperature, etc. on the performance of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells with conventional flow field and interdigitated flow field
re experimentally studied. Experimental results show that the cell performance is enhanced with increases in cathode inlet gas flow rate, cathode
umidification temperature and cell temperature. However, as cell temperature is higher than or equal to anode humidification temperature, the
ell performance is deteriorated due to failure in humidification of the cell. Comparison between interdigitated flow field and conventional flow
eld shows that the former provides higher cell performance and remarkably reduces fuel consumption for efficient diffusion of the fuel gas

o the diffuser layer. As air is used as the cathode inlet gas, PEM fuel cell with interdigitated flow field can obtain preferable limiting current
ensity, and the optimal power is about 1.4 times as that of the cells with conventional flow field. Rib and shoulder areas are more advantageous

o electrochemical reaction in interdigitated flow field; hence a large flow field area ratio degrades the better performance area and thus the cell
erformance. But too small flow field area ratio also deteriorates the cell performance due to the decrease in effective reaction area. Theoretically,
he flow field area has an optimum value, i.e., 50.75% in this work, providing higher performance than 66.67%.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell, it is an impor-
ant issue to get the reactant gas effectively and homogeneously
ransported to catalyst layer for reaction. To this end, the most
irect method is to appropriately design the flow field. Hentall et
l. [1] employed graphite (conventional), aluminum, titanium,
tainless steel and graphite (GrafoilTM) as the materials of the
ipolar plate to analyze the influences of various materials on the
uel cell performance. Results indicated that there was an opti-
al width ratio of flow channel-to-rib. Nguyen [2] and Wood
t al. [3] investigated on the influences of interdigitated and
onventional flow fields on the cell performance, as well as reac-
ant mass transport rate, membrane humidification condition and
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ater content, etc. Results showed that, with conventional flow
eld, liquid water would accumulate on the cathode side and
ause the degradation in cell performance; while in interdigitated
ow field, water generated by reaction and electro-osmosis was
ffectively removed, and at high current density interdigitated
ow field designs could ameliorate mass transport deficiency,

ncrease PEM hydration and conductivity, delay the occurrence
f limit current density and lead to an efficiency enhancement
y a factor of 30–100%. He et al. [4] and Yi and Nguyen [5]
imulated the flow field in interdigitated channel of the cath-
de and explored the influences of cathode electrode thickness,
ow channel number, shoulder width and pressure on the cell
erformance. Numerical results indicated that current density
ncreased with a higher pressure, which implied that an increase

n stoichiometric oxygen flow rate was required. By increasing
he number of the flow channels, gas flow rate through the shoul-
er area and oxygen concentration at the reaction interface can
e enhanced. In addition, with the increasing width ratio of flow
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dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.07.044
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hannel to shoulder, gas through shoulder area was increased
ue to a decrease in the cell internal resistance.

By increasing the operating time and electric current, water
nd thermal management becomes progressively more impor-
ant. Nguyen and White [6] analyzed the influences of humid-
fication on water and thermal management in PEM fuel cells.
esults showed that in downstream part of the flow field, less
ater was held by the membrane, and electro-osmosis coeffi-

ient and ionic conduction were lower, which implied lower
uel consumption and thereby lower cell performance. Choi
t al. [7] dealt with the effects of cathode humidification and
ound that, with humidification, cathode absorption was pre-
ominant over electro-osmosis at low current density and the
ater contained in the membrane was mainly from the cath-
de. But with the increasing current density and/or decreasing
lectro-osmosis drag coefficient, water supply to the anode side
f the membrane was enhanced. Li et al. [8] and Um and Wang
9] analyzed the relation between mass transport and electro-
hemical reaction in PEMFC by three-dimensional simulation.
hey found that the gas fuel humidification conditions had sig-
ificant impact on the output voltage at high current density, but
ver-high humidification would increase water content inside
he flow field, which caused a reduction in effective reactive
rea and degradation in cell performance. In interdigitated flow
eld, however, strong forced convection enhanced the efficiency
f liquid water removal and the reaction current density as well.

In PEM fuel cell operation, besides appropriate water and
hermal management, reactant gas transport in the fuel cell is
lso one of the major factors that influence the overall cell perfor-
ance. Kazim et al. [10] numerically simulated the differences

n limit current density and the maximum power density between
onventional and interdigitated flow fields. Numerical predic-
ions showed that, despite pressure loss in interdigitated flow
eld, its limit current density was three times of the value for
conventional parallel flow field. Hontanon et al. [11] numeri-

ally analyzed the influences of different permeability between
onventional flow channel and porous material on hydrogen con-
umption rate, pressure drop and cell performance. Their results
howed that in conventional flow channels, variation of flow
hannel-to-rib width ratio affected the anode side hydrogen con-
umption and effective electrode reactive area. But by decreasing
ow channel width and flow channel number, together with

ncreasing rib width, the anode hydrogen consumption was
ncreased, with gas distribution homogeneity improved, result-
ng in enhanced PEM fuel cell performance. Dutta et al. [12]
nd Nguyen et al. [13] studied PEM fuel cell gas transport in
erpentine flow field. Results indicated that current density dis-
ribution would not be restricted in low-load condition due to
xygen diffusion, resulting in higher current density near the
ollector electrode; as load increased, however, the restriction
ffect on oxygen transport near the collector electrode became
ncreasingly more significant and lead to an enhancement of
xygen concentration and high current density in the flow chan-

el. Dohle et al. [14] and Yan et al. [15] analyzed how PEM fuel
ell performance was influenced by gas flow distribution, the
iffuser layer shape, oxygen consumption along the gas chan-
el, and gas transport from flow channel to the gas diffuser layer.
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esults indicated that for a long channel, the fuel in downstream
art of the flow field may become insufficient, and the effective
ork area was accordingly reduced, and the limit current den-

ity may appear early. By increasing flow channel width ratio
nd flow channel number, oxygen was distributed in the flow
eld more homogeneously, and fuel consumption was accord-

ngly increased. As a consequence, the electrochemical reaction
nd therefore the cell performance can be enhanced. Kumar and
eddy [16] explored the influences of flow field sizes and shapes
n fuel gas distribution and cell performance. Results showed
hat pressure loss in flow channels of hemisphere and triangular
ross-sections was much larger than that in rectangular channel,
ut anode fuel consumption was higher in the former two types
f flow field, with higher cell performance obtained. For flow
hannel width of 1.5 mm, rib width of 0.5 mm and flow channel
epth of 1.5 mm, pressure loss in gas flow was higher due to
mall width, though the cell performance was better for higher
ydrogen consumption. Li et al. [17] discussed the influences of
xygen concentration on PEMFC performance through theoreti-
al analysis and experimental measurement. Their experimental
esults showed that, at low current density, natural convection
nd forced convection had similar influences on cell perfor-
ance. With the increasing of current density, forced convection

emained a high output voltage, while for natural convection
he cell performance was remarkable degraded. Liu et al. [18]
xamined the application of the baffle-blocked flow channels for
nhancement of reactant transport and cell performance of a pro-
on exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). Due to the blockage
ffects in the presence of the baffles, more fuel gas in the flow
hannel can be forced into the gas diffuser layer to enhance the
hemical reactions and then augment the performance of the
EMFC systems.

There is little work on the influences of operating condi-
ions on performance of PEM fuel cells with conventional and
nterdigitated flow field designs, within the literature survey

entioned above. The objective of the present experimental
tudy is to explore the influences of various operating condi-
ions including the cathode inlet gas flow rate, the cathode inlet
umidification temperature, and the cell temperature on the cell
erformance with conventional and interdigitated flow fields.

. Principles of flow field designs

The two flow fields considered in this work are divided into
wo types, namely conventional and interdigitated flow field
esigns, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In PEM fuel cells with a con-
entional flow field, the fuel gas is transported to the diffuser
ayer mainly by means of diffusion effect; while in the cells with
nterdigitated flow field, baffles are added at the end of each flow
hannel to force the fuel gas transported into the diffuser layer
y convection, and the shear stress generated by the forced con-
ection can help removing redundant water accumulated in the
iffuser layer, thus the limiting current density can be extended.

nother issue discussed in this work is the area-ratio effects of

he interdigitated flow field. Flow field area ratio is defined as the
atio of the flow field area to the effective reactive area. The flow
eld area is an important factor that influences the gas transport.
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ig. 1. Schematic of the tested flow fields: (a) conventional parallel flow field;
b) interdigitated flow field with baffles located at the end of the flow channels.

n interdigitated flow field, larger flow field area implies nar-
ower rib and shorter distance through which the fuel gas travels,
hus the fuel gas transport resistance is lower. Another effect of
he ribs is to conduct the electricity generated by electrochemi-
al reaction to external circuit loop. The rib width influences the
ontact resistance. Smaller rib width or higher flow field area
atio may cause excessively high contact resistance between the
lectrodes and the bipolar plate, and exacerbate ohmic polariza-
ion loss of the fuel cell, which is especially remarkable at high
urrent density. Therefore, there should be an optimal value of
ow field area ratio.

. Experiment setup and methodology

.1. Materials and specifications of PEM fuel cells

A PEM fuel cell usually consists of seven layers, i.e., cathode
ow field plate, cathode gas diffuser layer, cathode catalyst layer,

roton exchange membrane, anode catalyst layer, anode gas dif-
user layer and anode flow field plate. The structure used in the
resent experiments, however, is membrane electrode assembly
MEA) of a three-layer structure, including anode and cathode
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atalyst layers and proton exchange membrane. MEA is the key
omponent in PEM fuel cells. MEA used in the present work
s PRIMRA5621 series of GORE-TEX Company and it con-
ists of a proton exchange membrane of 35 �m thickness, an
node catalyst with 0.45 g cm2 Pt content, a cathode catalyst
ith 0.6 g cm2 Pt and Ru contents, providing a catalyst effec-

ive reaction area of 14.1 cm × 14.1 cm. The diffuser layer is
ade of porous material and mostly employs carbon cloth or

arbon paper as main body. The layer has a Teflon film deposit-
ng onto it to obtain high hydrophobicity for reducing liquid
ater accumulation inside. The diffuser layer used in experi-
ents is GORE-TEX PRIMRA5621 with thickness of 400 �m

nd size of 14.1 cm × 14.1 cm. Bipolar plates (POCO company)
ade of pure graphite with thickness of 3 mm are used in the

xperiments for fuel gas and electric transport. The current col-
ector plate is made of rose copper with area of 22 cm × 22 cm
nd thickness of 0.4 cm, and plated with a gold film on its sur-
ace to avoid erosion and to reduce contact resistance. End plates
ocated at the outmost of the fuel cell bound all of the layers in
he fuel cell with a homogeneous stress. The end plates are of
6 cm × 26 cm in area and 2 cm in thickness, made of aluminum
lloy 7075 with its surface anodized for insulation.

.2. Experimental setup

Fig. 2 shows schematically the fuel cell test facility consist-
ng of five major parts, i.e., gas supply system, flow rate control
ystem, temperature control system, humidity system and elec-
ric load system. The gas supply system supplies hydrogen and
xygen (or air) as the anode and cathode reactant gas, respec-
ively. Nitrogen gas is supplied to purge the residual gas inside
he cell before and after each test. The flow rate control sys-
em controls the gas inlet flow rate following stoichiometry and

inimum flow method. As for the temperature control system,
eating rod, type-T thermocouples and temperature controller
CN760000) are employed to modulate the internal tempera-
ure of the fuel cell. The humidification system modulates the
as humidification by adjusting the temperature of the humidi-
cation bottles. The electric load system enables the maximum
ower output of 600 W, the maximum voltage of 60 V and the
aximum current of 120 A (Table 1).

. Results and discussion

.1. Influences of the cathode inlet fuel on fuel cell
erformance

Performance of PEM fuel is characterized by I–V curve and
s closely related to the fuel flow rates in cathode and anode.
or the cases of high current density, in contrast, larger fuel
ow rates in cathode and anode are required. In this work, the
upplied anode hydrogen flow rate is fixed to solely investigate
he influence of the cathode inlet fuel on the cell performance.

hus, if the cell performance is enhanced with the increasing
athode fuel gas, it implies that the anode hydrogen is not com-
letely consumed. Contrarily, if the cell performance remains
onstant, it implies that the anode hydrogen is completely con-
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umed, while the cathode fuel is excess. It is worth noting that in

he study of PEMFC, the volume flow rate of anode hydrogen is
n important parameter on the cell performance. The effects of
he volume flow rate of anode hydrogen on the cell performance
ould be examined in the near future.
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able 1
perating parameters and conditions used in this work

Interdigitated flow field

ydrogen flow rate (cm3 min−1) 1500
ydrogen humidification temperature (◦C) 70

athode fuel Oxygen
athode flow rate (cm3 min−1) 400

600
800
1000
2000
3000

athode humidification temperature (◦C) 75
65
55
45

ell temperature (◦C) 40
50
60
70
the experimental setup.

Fig. 3 shows the influences of oxygen flow rate on I–V curves

f the fuel cell. Fig. 3(a) indicates that, as oxygen flow rate
ncreases from 1000 to 2000 cm3 min−1 in fuel cell with con-
entional flow field, the I–V curves performance is obviously
nhanced with an increase in oxygen flow rate. However, as the

Conventional flow field

1500
70

Air Oxygen Air
400
600
800

1000 1000 1000
2000 2000 2000
3000 3000 3000
4000 4000

75
65
55
45

40
50
60
70
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ig. 3. Effects of flow field design and oxygen fuel flow rate on the cell perfor-
ance of PEM fuel cells: (a) I–V curves; (b) I–P curves.

ow rate is beyond 2000 cm3 min−1, increasing oxygen flow
ate has little effect on the cell performance, except for the cur-
ent density higher than 0.5 A cm2, at which obvious difference
an be observed. The reason lies in that, at oxygen flow rate of
000 cm3 min−1, lower cell performance is obtained for incom-
lete consumption of the anode hydrogen. Whereas as oxygen
ow rate lying below 2000 cm3 min−1 and the current density
elow 0.5 A cm2, the oxygen supplied at the cathode is adequate
o completely consume hydrogen at the anode, thus increasing
xygen flow rate will not enhance the cell performance at a
onstant hydrogen flow rate. Thereby, if the current density is
elow 0.5 A cm2, equivalent cell performance will be achieved
t oxygen flow rates of 2000 and 3000 cm3 min−1. While at
igh current density (e.g., I > 0.5 A cm2), due to the increase of
he current density, oxygen flow rate required at the cathode
radually exceeds the supplied oxygen flow rate, thus the cell
erformance at oxygen flow rate of 2000 cm3 min−1 is lower
han that at 3000 cm3 min−1. Fig. 3(b) shows the same trend. If
he cathode flow field is interdigitated with channel area ratio
f 50.75%, it can be discovered that an oxygen flow rate of
000 cm3 min−1 can completely consume hydrogen supplied at
he anode. The cell performance will remain constant without
eing influenced by increasing flow rate, and the cell perfor-

ance has little discrepancy at the flow rates of 1000, 2000

nd 3000 cm3 min−1. For the interdigitated flow field at flow
ate lower than 1000 cm3 min−1, it is found that, in the separate

c
e
fi

ig. 4. Effects of flow field design and air fuel flow rate on the cell performance
f PEM fuel cells: (a) I–V curves; (b) I–P curves.

xperimental runs, the cell performs approximately the same at
he oxygen flow rates higher than 600 cm3 min−1. At an oxygen
ow rate of 400 cm3 min−1, the low oxygen flow rate causes

he cell performance decayed at higher current density owing
o deficient oxygen supply. Oxygen content in the air is about
/5, thus the cell performance with air as the cathode fuel gas
s always worse than that with oxygen. Fig. 4 shows the influ-
nces of oxygen flow rate on I–V curves and power curves of
he fuel cell. Taking conventional flow field as the example, the
–V curves in Fig. 4(a) show enhanced performance with the
ncrease in the flow rate of air. Fig. 4(b) also interprets that, at
ow rate of 1000 cm3 min−1, the limit current density and the
ptimal power are around 0.22 A cm2 and 22 W, respectively. As
he flow rate increases from 1000 to 3000 cm3 min−1, the limit
urrent density and the optimal power will evidently increase
o 0.52 A cm2 and 47 W, respectively. By comparing Fig. 3 with
ig. 4, it is found that, in conventional flow field, an oxygen
ow rate higher than 3000 cm3 min−1 is adequate to completely
onsume the anode hydrogen. However, with air at flow rate
ower than 4000 cm3 min−1, the cathode oxygen cannot com-
letely consume the anode oxygen, and the cell performance
an be enhanced remarkably by increasing air flow rate. It can
e concluded from above results that, if oxygen is not suffi-

ient for consuming hydrogen, increasing oxygen flow rate will
ffectively improve the cell efficiency; while as the oxygen suf-
ciently supplied, further increasing oxygen at cathode is no
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ore beneficial to the cell efficiency. This fact implies that in
ractical operation of fuel cell the fuel flow rate should be appro-
riately chosen for high efficiency as well as for avoiding waste
f fuels. It is worth noting that in the present study, the data
f the I–V curves are always steady. Therefore, the polariza-
ion curves are steady-state values and are not the time-averaged
alues.

.2. Influences of the cathode inlet temperature on fuel cell
erformance

In PEM fuel cells, water content in PEM has an impact on the
embrane conductivity. Higher water content leads to higher
embrane conductivity; in contrast, a lack of water content

n the membrane will cause performance degradation due to
ehydration. Thus, the cathode and anode are humidified during
peration of the fuel cell, requiring temperatures higher than the
ell temperature. To determine the cathode and anode tempera-
ures, the cathode inlet temperature is fixed 5 ◦C higher than the
ell temperature and the anode inlet temperature 10 ◦C higher in
xperiments. Fig. 5 shows the influences of different inlet oxy-
en temperatures on the cell performance for conventional flow
eld and interdigitated flow field with area ratio of 50.75%. The
ell performance becomes better with the increase of the inlet
xygen temperature. In a PEM fuel cell, gas humidification is
o increase water content in membrane electrodes and thus to
mprove hydrogen ion transport in membrane electrodes. Con-
equently, increasing the cathode inlet temperature is beneficial
o the electron transport and in turn enhances the cell perfor-

ance. In addition, at the same cathode inlet temperature, better
ell performance is noted for the PEMFC with interdigitated
ow field due to both the effects of the enhanced oxygen con-
entration at catalyst sites due to convection and the enhanced
emoval of liquid water in gas channels and MEA due to the
ncreased pressure drop.

Fig. 6 shows the influences of inlet air temperature on I–V
urves with air as the cathode inlet gas. The data indicate that

he cell performance is elevated with the increase of inlet air
emperature at low current density, i.e., I < 0.33 A cm2 for con-
entional flow field and I < 0.4 A cm2 for interdigitated flow field
ith area ratio of 55.75%. While at high current density, the inlet

ig. 5. Effects of flow field design and oxygen humidification temperature on
he cell performance of PEM fuel cells.

t
g
t

F
o

ig. 6. Effects of flow field design and air humidification temperature on the
ell performance of PEM fuel cells: I–V curves.

ir temperature has little effect. The reason is that oxygen con-
ained in the air in the flow field is completely consumed and
s accordingly deficient at the catalyst surface at high current
ensity, resulting in fluctuation in I–V curves and power curves.

.3. Influences of cell temperature on the cell performance

Increasing the cell performance is helpful to enhance electro-
hemical reaction rate and ionic transport in PEM, and accord-
ngly the cell performance. However, the cell temperature should
ot be higher than 90 ◦C, or PEM may be damaged due to over-
eating. From the results shown in Fig. 7, it is observed that,
s the cell temperature increased from 40 to 60 ◦C, the cell per-
ormance is enhanced; the worst cell performance, however, is
resented at the cell temperature of 70 ◦C. The reason lies in
hat, as the cell temperature increases from 40 to 60 ◦C, the
ell temperature is lower than the cathode and anode inlet tem-
eratures, resulting in accelerated electrochemical reaction and
nhanced the cell performance. As the cell temperature is over
0 ◦C, which is equal to the anode inlet temperature and higher

han the cathode inlet temperature, the cathode and anode inlet
ases are not able to effectively humidify the cell but take away
he water in the cell.

ig. 7. Effects of flow field design and cell temperature on the cell performance
f PEM fuel cells with oxygen being cathode fuel.
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ig. 8. Effects of flow field design and cell temperature on the cell performance
f PEM fuel cells with air being cathode fuel.

Fig. 8 shows the influences of the cell temperature on the per-
ormance curves for the cases with air as the cathode inlet gas.
t low current density, similar results are obtained as depicted in
ig. 7, which shows the worst cell performance at the cell tem-
erature of 70 ◦C. As the cell temperature increasing from 40 to
0 ◦C, the performance is enhanced. Similarly, at a high current
ensity, because of deficient oxygen content in the air at cathode,
uctuation appears in I–V curves, as shown in Figs. 4 and 6.

.4. Influences of three cathode flow field designs on fuel
ell performance

The influences of three different cathode flow field designs
n the fuel cell performance are examined. Fig. 9 shows the
nfluences of the cathode inlet flow rate on cell performance of
he three flow fields with oxygen as the cathode inlet gas. It can
e concluded from Fig. 9(a) that, at various operating conditions
onsidered, the interdigitated flow field with area ratio of 50.75%
lways results in the highest cell performance, due to the effec-
ive transport of fuel gas and the lower internal resistance. The
ituation with conventional flow field, on the other hand, is quite
ifferent. At low flow rate, e.g., flow rate <1000 cm3 min−1, the
upplied oxygen can not completely consume the anode hydro-
en in conventional flow field, thus better cell performance will
e obtained in interdigitated flow field with flow field area ratio
f 66.67%. While at a high flow rate such as the flow rate
2000 cm3 min−1, the conventional flow field leads to higher

erformance due to lower internal resistance than interdigitated
ow field with flow field area ratio of 66.67%.

Fig. 10 shows the influences of the cathode inlet flow rate on
ell performance with air as the cathode inlet gas. In Fig. 10(a),
t is indicated that the interdigitated flow field with area ratio of
0.75% results in the highest performance; but at low current
ensity, there is no evident discrepancy between the interdigi-
ated flow field with area ratio of 66.67% and the conventional
ow field; yet at high current density, better cell performance can
e obtained in interdigitated flow field with area ratio of 66.67%

ver the conventional flow field. With air as the inlet gas, inter-
igitated flow field is advantageous for fuel gas transport and
xtension of the limit current density. Consequently, it can be
iscovered in Fig. 10(b) that the cell performance and the limit

p
t
fi
o

ig. 9. Comparison of the cell performance of PEM fuel cells among three flow
eld design with oxygen as cathode fuel.

urrent density in interdigitated flow field with flow field area
atio of 50.75% are more favorable than those in conventional
ow field. As for comparison of interdigitated flow field with
rea ratio of 66.67% to the conventional flow field, the former
an effectively increase the flow rate of gas entering the diffuser
ayer, while the latter has a lower internal resistance. There is
o obvious difference between the two flow fields at low current
ensity; while at high current density, cell performance with the
nterdigitated flow field is higher than that with conventional
ow field due to delayed occurrence of the limit current density

n the former one.
The results in Figs. 1, 5 and 7 show that the cell performance

f interdigitated flow field is 1.1 times as that of conventional
ow field. It can be figured out by investigating Fig. 3(b) that the
utput powers of the conventional flow field and the interdigi-
ated flow field are 66 and 70 W, respectively. Such a discrepancy
s raised because that interdigitated flow field can effectively
ncrease gas entering the diffuser layer, leading to better per-
ormance than conventional flow field. Comparison between
igs. 4, 6 and 8 also shows that, with air as the inlet gas, inter-
igitated flow field can enhance the cell performance and also
elay the occurrence of the limit current. As the basic operating

2
arameters considered, the limit current 0.4 A cm in conven-
ional flow field is increased to 0.53 A cm2 in interdigitated flow
eld and the optimal power 38 W is enhanced to 52 W by a factor
f 1.37.
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ig. 10. Comparison of the cell performance of PEM fuel cells among three
ow field design with air oxygen as cathode fuel.

. Conclusions

In the present work, experiments were conducted to explore
he influences of various operating conditions including cathode
nlet gas flow rate, cathode inlet humidification temperature, cell
emperature on the performance of PEM fuel cells with conven-
ion and interdigitated flow fields. Based on above experimental
esults, the following conclusions can be drawn:

. Under the operating conditions considered, the cell perfor-
mance is enhanced with the increase in cathode inlet gas flow
rate, cathode inlet humidification temperature and cell tem-
perature. However, the cell temperature should not be higher
than or equal to the anode inlet gas temperature, otherwise
the cell performance will be deteriorated owing to failure in
humidification.
. Comparing interdigitated flow field with conventional flow
field at the area ratio of 50.75%, it is found that the
interdigitated flow field is advantageous at economizing
fuel consumption. Interdigitated flow field at flow rate of

[
[

[

ources 162 (2006) 1157–1164

600 cm3 min−1 performs better than conventional flow field
at flow rate of 3000 cm3 min−1, indicating that the for-
mer can enhance cell performance and also reduce fuel
consumption.

. For the cases with air as the cathode inlet gas, interdigitated
flow field can effectively extend the limit current density and
provide higher cell power. As a result, the maximum power
of interdigitated flow field is about 1.4 times as that of con-
ventional flow field.

. Rib and shoulder areas are more advantageous to electro-
chemical reaction in interdigitated flow field; hence larger
flow field area ratio decreases the area with better cell per-
formance. But too low a flow field area ratio deteriorates
the cell performance due to the decrease in effective reaction
area. Theoretically, there is an optimum value of flow area. In
this work, interdigitated flow field of the area ratio of 50.75%
performs better than that of 66.67%.
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